
Vignettes as a means to feel different experiences of mathematics 

and its teaching 

Theoretical Background

❖ Vignettes offer ways of  representing both the mathematical strategies that emerge in classroom 

practices – be they typical or atypical – and the pedagogical framing of such activity, providing 

virtual experiences of different classrooms realities through which prospective and practicing 

teachers can reflect upon mathematics and its teaching (Buchbinder, & Kuntze, 2018). 

❖ They provide opportunities to encounter student diversity, to see beyond what is currently 

considered typical and to consider how students’ mathematical performances both affect and can 

be affected by the ways of working that are enabled – or disabled – in their classrooms (Finesilver, 

C., Healy, L., & Bauer, A. in press)

❖A vignette-based approach to inclusive mathematics teaching 

❖ The core idea: using vignettes to present classroom situations intended to highlight how different 

tools and representations support different learners in different ways and as a means for teachers 

to feel mathematics in ways that are congruent with their students’ strategies (Fernandes and 

Healy, 2020). This example focusses on a student that sees with her hands and ears rather than 

her eyes.
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Sample Vignette: Vitória’s Method

Activity

How do you see this classroom situation? We 

would like to invite you to analyse this 

vignette and to share your analysis with us in 

an anonymised online survey. Scan the QR-

code or follow the link and take part in the 

activity!

https://ww3.unipark.de/uc/coreflect2
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Vitória, a 10-year old blind student at a mainstream school in the Brazilian state of Sao Paulo, was not 
confident in reading or writing Braille. At the beginning of the school year, her support worker, Paulo, 
had made her some small wooden pieces that fitted comfortably in her hand, which she often used 
when solving mathematics problems. Paulo observed her solving the calculations 2/3 of 18, 3/5 of 30 
and 3/4 of 24, using the same method. He described to three other teachers her method for 2/3 of 18 
and asked for their comments.

➢ How would you evaluate Vitória’s method and what would you do next to support 
her developing ideas about multiplicative structures?

➢ How would you evaluate the comments of Ana, Tula and Davi and what do you 
think they might prioritise as their next steps to support her learning?

➢ How do you think that the mathematics she is learning is affected by the way 
Vitória sees with her hands and ears?
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